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CALL FOR ENTRIES!
New contest for Public Service Announcements. 
Winner receives national television distribution and 
a media production suite valued up to $25,000 
including PC’s and cameras. More information at 
www.sonycreativesoftware.com/cyber

Imagine the impossible
Imagine it. Then achieve it. New Vegas Pro 8 software provides you 
with the tools to accomplish what was once considered impossible 
– complete video and audio production in one application. It’s the 
ultimate all-in-one environment for demanding creative professionals.

Vegas Pro 8’s unique way of working with media has established it as 
the fastest-growing non-linear editing platform among producers who 
demand more. Its unique, progressive approach to video production, 
unrivaled audio control and powerful DVD authoring tools set it apart 
from other non-linear editors. Having established the benchmark for 
speed and ease of use, this new version moves the bar higher with 
additional features that offer increased power, functionality, and 
creative possibilities.

Now with ProType Titling Technology, multicamera editing, a 
comprehensive channel-based audio mixing console, Blu-ray disc 
burning, and superior 32-bit fl oat engine processing – in addition to 
its robust support for HDV, XDCAM, 5.1 surround encoding, and 3D 
compositing – Vegas Pro 8 offers a never before imagined array of 
opportunities to reach your production goals. 

Try Vegas Pro 8. And achieve the impossible. Learn more at 
www.sonycreativesoftware.com/vegasi
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ed·i·to·ri·al   [ed-i-tawr-ee-uhl] 

noun

1. an article in a newspaper or other periodical presenting the 
opinion of the publisher, editor, or editors.

2. a statement broadcast on radio or television that presents 
the opinion of the owner, manager, or the like, of the station or 
channel.

3. something regarded as resembling such an article or 
statement, as a lengthy, dogmatic utterance meant to indicate 
the writer’s devastating insight and superior knowledge of a 
subject even if some months he really just loves gathering the 
coolest animation and VFX he can find, throwing it all on a disk 
or two and then whispering really loud, “Damn, check this out.”

adjective

4. of or pertaining to an editor or to editing: editorial policies; 
editorial techniques.

5. of, pertaining to, or involved in the preparation of an editorial 
or editorials: editorial page; editorial writer.

6. of or pertaining to the literary and artistic activities or 
contents of a publication, broadcasting organization, or the like, 
as distinguished from its business activities and advertisements.

Stephen Price 
Editor 
New York, November 2007 
sp@stashmedia.tv
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HArMONIx “rOCk BAND” 
Game trailer

Client: 
HArMONIx MUSIC 

Director: 
PETE CANDElAND

Animation: 
PASSION PICTUrES 
www.passion-pictures.com

Motion capture is a staple in the 
tool belt of most studios, but this 
new cG cinematic for the follow-
up game to Guitar Hero is the first 
project for passion pictures and 
director pete candeland to use 
the technology. “We generally 
avoid [motion capture] as the 
characters we work with usually 
require more stylized motion,” 
reveals passion producer anna 
Lord. “the character needed to be 
realistic, so using motion capture 
enabled us to save time and 
allocate more resources towards 
the environments and rendering.” 
The fully CG film was animated in 
XSi, rendered in Mental ray and 
composited in after effects with 
characters built in Modo. 

For Harmonix Music 
ad: ryan Lesser

stash 38.01

For Passion Pictures
director: pete candeland 
Storyboard/design:  
pete candeland, rob Valley, 
nelson Yokota de paula Lima 
producer: anna Lord 
ep: hugo Sands 
cG line producer: Jason nicholas 
Sr 3d: Stu hall, antoine Moulineau 
cG previz/camera: Wes coman, 
nick Symons 
cG: Wes coman, nick Symons, 
david Sigrist, raul Moneris,  
chris Welsby 

character modeling: Mario Ucci, 
Matt Westrup, nick Savy, Stu hall 
environments/vehicle modeling: 
ian brown, Marc dinocera, 
raymond Slattery, daniel 
Sweeney, craig Maden 
rigging: daniele niero 
VFX artists: elisée cesarotti,  
Marc di nocera, nuno conceicao 
3d: Vincent thomas,  
Marc dinocera, Simon reeves, 
claire Michaud 
compositing: niamh Lines,  
Lee Gingold, david Lea 

Matte painting: Lukasz pazera, 
Max dennison 
director’s assistant: Giles dill 
runners: romek Sudak, belle 
buckley, caroline Jones, Michael 
Sofoluke 
editors: Jaime Foord, Lee Gingold, 
daniel Greenway

Lip sync Mc: image Metrics 
Motion capture: centroid

Toolkit
XSi, Modo, after effects, Final 
cut pro



SONY BrAVIA “PlAY-DOH”
TVC: 90

Agency:
FAllON, lONDON

Director: 
FrANk BUDGEN

Animation director: 
DArrEN WAlSH

Production: 
GOrGEOUS PrODUCTIONS

Animation: 
PASSION PICTUrES 
www.passion-pictures.com

VFx: 
MOVING PICTUrE COMPANY 
www.movingpicture.com

passion pictures leaps into 
the third Sony bravia spot 
by wrangling a team of 53 
professional and student 
animators for a sweltering nine-day 
stop-motion shoot in nY. eight 
days of rehearsal workshops 
ensured a consistent animation 
style and an agile team which had 
to improvise many of the shots on 
location.

Watch Behind the Scenes on 
the DVD.

stash 38.02

For Fallon
cd: Juan cabral 
producer: nicky barnes 
ecd: richard Flintham

For Gorgeous Productions
director: Frank budgen 
producer: rupert Smythe 
pM: Judy Vermeulen

For Passion Pictures
director: darren Walsh 
ep: andrew ruhemann 
producer: russell McLean,  
belinda blacklock 
VFX super: neil riley 
animation super: drew Lightfoot 
Lead animators: david Scanlon, 
Julia pegeut 
animators: adam pierce, dan 
anderson, david pagano, eileen 
Kohlhepp, Geoff buck, inez 
Woldman, Jeremy bronson, 
Jimmy picker, Kevin coyle, Kim 
Keukeleire, Matt Somma, Matthew 
amonson, pete List, rachel 
hoffman, tom Gasek, tobias 
Fouracre, Wendy Griffiths  
assistant animators: amit ashraf, 
chelsea Manifold, coire Williams, 
emily collins, hudson Meredith, 
James Scourtos, Joy Marie 
Smith, Justin e Maldonado, John 
Kohlhepp, John bega, Kamron 

robinson, Lu rosa, Luca Vitale, 
Mark pagano, Matt Kushner, 
Matthew porsorske, Molly Light, 
Myra d rivera, patricia burgess, 
patrick Krebs, richard Ledley, 
Stephan brezinsky, Spencer 
Mccormick, Zoubien rana 
dop: tristan oliver 
camera assistant: George Milburn 
Gaffer: Matt day 
rigger: denise russo 
Sculptors: Sarah turner, andre 
Gilbert, Fiona barty 
head of cG: Jason nicholas 
cG: Wes coman, chris hemming, 
howard bell, nick Symons, chris 
Welsby 
Modeling: ian brown,  
Florian Mounié 
Sr td: Julian hodgson 
Lighting/rendering:  
tommy andersson 

For Moving Picture Company
operator: Ludo Fealy 
producers: Graham bird, paul 
branch

Toolkit
XSi, plasticine



MOTOrOlA “ExPErIENCE”
TVC :60

Agency:
CUTWATEr

Production: 
PArTIzAN

Director:
MICHEl GONDrY

Animation:
FlY STUDIOS 
www.flystudio.com

When dreaming up this very 
Gondry-esque reality for 
Motorola’s razr 2, the director 
insists he had no interest in 
creating the scenic transformations 
in post. So he designed complex 
mechanics to keep as much of the 
magic and weirdness in camera as 
possible. but in the end Montreal’s 
Fly Studio (who worked with 
Gondry on beck’s “cell phone’s 
dead”) had plenty of digital 
work to do including: opening 
and closing the windows on the 
building; adding and animating 
the envelopes in the trees; lighting 
effects for the drummer; the 
cars and background in the final 
sequence; etc, etc, etc. 

Watch the “making of” and the 
Gondry interview on the Behind 
the Scenes section of the DVD.

stash 38.03

For Cutwater, San Francisco
producer: Jennifer Golub 
ecd: chuck Mcbride 
cd: Matt rivitz, tyler Magnusson 
copy: Matt ravitz, John patroulis

For Partizan
director: Michel Gondry 
ep: Sheila Stepanek 
Line producer: Valerie romer 
dp: ellen Kuras

For Fly Studio 
FX Supervisor:  
Jean-Francois talbot

For Akjak Pictures
editor: Matt Goldman

For PlANk Editorial
producer: Jennifer Suttlemyre

For Squeak E. Clean 
Productions
composer: Jason Murgo

Sound design: endless noise

Toolkit
XSi, after effects, Smoke, boujou, 
combustion.



For T.A.G/McCann Worldgroup
ecds: rob bagot, John Mcneil 
cds: Scott duchon,  
Geoff edwards, John patroulis 
ads: nate able, tim Stier 
producer: hannah Murray 
copy: Matt bunnell

For MJz
director: rupert Sanders 
eps: Lisa rich, david Zander, 
Marcia deliberto 
dop: chris Soos 
producer: Laurie bocaccio

For Method
VFX super/lead 2d:  
cedric nicholas  
cd: Laurent Ledru 
2d: Jake Montgomery, Sarah eim, 
Kyle obley 
3d: Sean durnan, Matt Wheeler, 
Chi Wei Hsu, Chris Smallfield 
Jr. 2d: ryan raith, Zach Lo 
Jr. 3d: Matt Longwell 
Shoot super: cedric nicholas 
producers: Luisa Murray,  
Lisa houck

For Stan Winston
production designer:  
James chinlund

previs: halon

Miniature landscape:  
new deal Studios

For Stimmung 
performer: Mike Lang 
composer: Frederic chopin

xBOx HAlO 3 “BElIEVE”
TVC :60 

Agency: 
T.A.G/MCCANN WOrlDGrOUP

Director:
rUPErT SANDErS

Production:
MJz

Miniatures:
STAN WINSTON

VFx: 
METHOD 
www.methodstudios.com

a :60 enigma: a video game ad 
with virtually no action and very 
few VFX. the production details 
are far beyond the scope of this 
page, but crucial to the spot’s 
success says Method cd Laurent 
Ledru was a full cG previs: “We 
decided where to put the streets, 
how many buildings and tanks and 
explosions to have. by the time 
we locked it down, we knew how 
many figurines, what kind of poses 
– everything we needed to go into 
the fabrication phase.”  

Watch Behind the Scenes on 
the DVD.

stash 38.04

Facts:
Number of figures: +/–1000 
Size of figures: 8 inches tall 
Figurines’ faces: 3D scans of  
the director and crew 
Diorama size: 30 x 40 feet 

Shooting speed: 1 fps with motion 
control 
Shooting schedule: 48 shots in 
three days.  
Total schedule: less than three 
weeks



HEINEkEN  
“CONTINENTAl SHIFT”
TVC :60

Agency: 
BATES ASIA, SINGAPOrE

Director:
lANCE kEllEHEr

Production: 
8 COMMErCIAlS

VFx:
POSTMODErN  
www.postmodernsydney.com

Sydney design and VFX house 
postmodern propagate 20 extras 
into an adrenalin-fueled tectonic 
force – using Massive and their 
own replication software called 
tiny – to get the australian and 
Malaysian public riled up for the 
heineken rugby World cup 2007. 
cGi environments were handled 
in Maya with countless layers of 
compositing fed through Shake, 
Flame and inferno.

For Bates Asia Singapore
ecd: rob Gaxiola 
head of art: Joseph tay 
Sr copy: raymond Quay 
tV producers: charm Wall, 
Shareen thumboo

stash 38.05

For 8 Commercials
director: Lance Kelleher 
EP: Mike Vanderfield 
producer: annie Schutt 
dop: Stefan Von borbely 
production design: danny black

For Post Modern
VFX super: James rogers 
head compositor: Simon brewster 
Flame: nick tabet

Sound design: nylon

Toolkit
photoshop, after effects, 
Flame, Shake, inferno, Massive, 
proprietary software, Maya



For 8 Commercials
director: Lance Kelleher 
EP: Mike Vanderfield 
producer: annie Schutt 
dop: Stefan Von borbely 
production design: danny black

For Post Modern
VFX super: James rogers 
head compositor: Simon brewster 
Flame: nick tabet

Sound design: nylon

Toolkit
photoshop, after effects, 
Flame, Shake, inferno, Massive, 
proprietary software, Maya

NIkE “lEAVE NOTHING”
TVC :60 

Agency:
WIEDEN+kENNEDY, 
POrTlAND 

Director: 
MICHAEl MANN

Production: 
AlTUrAS FIlMS 

VFx:
ASYlUM 
www.asylumfx.com

director Michael Mann sends 
Shawne Merriman of the chargers 
and Steven Jackson of the 
rams into battle against time, 
the elements, and performance-
enhanced opponents with asylum 
bringing their a game of seamless 
VFX including cG weather, 
stadium recreation, crowd 
replication and, most importantly, 
mattress removal for those really 
ugly hits.

For Wieden+kennedy, Portland 
ecds: Steven Luker, Jelly helm  
cds: alberto ponte, Jeff Williams  
copy: alberto ponte, ari Weiss  
ad: ryan o’rourke 
ep: ben Grylewicz  
producer: Kevin diller 
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For Alturas Films 
director: Michael Mann  
ep/president: Marshall rawlings  
ep: Jeff rohrer  
producer: Leslie Vaughn 

For Asylum 
VFX/cG super: Sean Faden  
ep: Michael pardee  
producer: Mark Kurtz  
ap: ryan Meredith  
production coordinator:  
Steven poulsen  
compositing super: James allen  
compositor/inferno: rob trent, 
Joey brattesani  
inferno: chris decristo,  
chris Moore, paul Kirsch  
Smoke: adam Frazier,  
Scott Johnson  
cG producer: Jeff Werner  
houdini effects/massive animator: 
dan Smiczek  
animator: Scott Smith  
animator/rig: Kevin culhane  
td lighting: Jeff Willette,  
denis Gauthier  
Lighter: rob Stauffer  
Modelers: chad Fehmie, toshihiro 
Sakamaki, Scott brust, Greg Stuhl  
tracker/matchmover/stadium 
photographer: eddie offermann  
trackers/matchmovers: Mike Lori, 

andrew cochrane, tom Stanton, 
devin Fairbairn  
tracker: Genevieve Yee  
Setup: brian bell  
Matte/texture painters: tim clark, 
John hart, eric Mattson, aaron 
Vest, robin Foley  
roto super: elissa bello  
roto comp: eric evans,  
James Lee, Valy Lungoccia,  
John brennick  

roto: Michael Liv, huey carroll, 
Meredith hook, Junko Schugardt, 
Mark duckworth, Laura Murillo, 
eric almeras, dan Linger, William 
Schaeffer, Mattanaiah Yip,  
ed anderson 

Toolkit
houdini, Massive, Smoke, inferno, 
Maya



MOTOrOlA “HAkkO”
TVC :60

Agency: 
OGIlVY BEIJING

Director: 
FrEDErIk BOND

Production: 
SONNY lONDON

VFx: 
THE MIll 
www.the-mill.com 

only just settled in to his new 
production venture Sonny London, 
Fredrik bond set out for a four-
day shoot in prague that included 
a full-sized parisian apartment 
set, fifteen kilometers of wire, a 
professional acrobat, a three-ton 
camera rig, birds, cats and a 
1/25th scale model of Montmartre 
in the early 1900s. “Some of the 
cables were shot in camera, which 
is always a good reference,” recalls 
the Mill Lead Flame artist ben 
turner. “but as the 3d guys started 
to hit their stride, it was becoming 
clear we could achieve a more 
dynamic movement of the cables 
in cG.”

Watch Behind the Scenes on 
the DVD.
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For Ogilvy
cds: andrew Lok, nils andersson 
producer: eric Verheijen

For Sonny london
director: Fredrik bond 
producer: helen Kenny

For The Mill
producer: ben hampshire 
telecine: paul harrison 
Lead Flame: ben turner 
Flame assist: Johnathan box,  
paul downes 
3d producer: Will o’connor 
3d: hitesh patel, tom bussell, 
James rogers, Sergio Xisto,  
Mario Ucci

Toolkit
Flame, XSi, Shake, pFtrack



For Ogilvy
cds: andrew Lok, nils andersson 
producer: eric Verheijen

For Sonny london
director: Fredrik bond 
producer: helen Kenny

For The Mill
producer: ben hampshire 
telecine: paul harrison 
Lead Flame: ben turner 
Flame assist: Johnathan box,  
paul downes 
3d producer: Will o’connor 
3d: hitesh patel, tom bussell, 
James rogers, Sergio Xisto,  
Mario Ucci

Toolkit
Flame, XSi, Shake, pFtrack

HIFANA “CONNECT”
Music Video

Agency:
W+k TOkYO lAB

Directors:
+CrUz, WOOG

Animation:
W+k TOkYO lAB 
www.wktokyolab.com

part of the new live hifana 
dVd album released in Japan, 
“the video comments on the 
never-ending, vicious cycle of 
consumerism,” says W+K tokyo 
Lab designer/director eric cruz. 
“this clip is a surreal shopping 
experience through tokyo. it 
highlights Japanese youths’ 
current obsession with music, 
fashion, and collectible figures.” 
Working with a tight timeline, low 
budget, small staff and not enough 
sleep, cruz admits, “our team 
really does it for the passion and 
glory – definitely not the cash.” 
Schedule: originally two months, 
extended to three.

stash 38.08

For W+k Tokyo lab 
directors/ads/designers:  
+cruz, Woog 
cds/illustrators:  Maharo, 
Solobongnu-Sensei 
designers: Woog, Mark okon, ian 
Lynam, Shotaro tomiyama,  
Kaoru Kobayashi 

Script: hifana, Woog, +cruz 
animators: Genki ito, Mark okon, 
Shane Lester, Jordan Lloyd 
editors: Mark okon,  
takeshi Kogahara 
Live action camera:  
takeshi Kogahara, Shane Lester, 
Mark okon

Toolkit
after effects, Maya, illustrator, 
photoshop, Final cut pro



MHD rEBrAND
Broadcast design 

Client:
VH1

Animation: 
TrOIkA DESIGN GrOUP 
www.troika.tv

Mhd, the music network 
combining hd programming from 
MtV, Vh1 and cMt, gets a new 
look inspired by the the book of 
Genesis and indonesian shadow 
puppetry. “because Mhd is 
broadcast in high definition and 
in dolby 5.1 Surround Sound, 
this gave us the opportunity to 
push the visuals and audio to the 
absolute maximum,” says dan 
pappalardo, ecd and partner at 
La’s troika design Group. the 
team started with pencil sketches 
of the characters, scanned 
them at 600 dpi, painted them 
with photoshop and painter, 
then deconstructed them into 
separate limbs and applied them 
to 3d geometry animated using iK 
skeletons. 

stash 38.09



For VH1
SVp/brand & design:  
phil delbourgo 
director oaG: dave perry 
design director: Jim Fitzgerald 
editorial director: traci terrill 
Sr writer: beth Wawerna

For Troika Design Group
ecd: dan pappalardo 
Lead designer/illustrator:  
heather Kim 
original concept: Michael Mikulec 
ep: holly eddy 
producer: neil Vanharte 
producer: robert bateman 
animators/compositors:  
Maziar Majd, craig Stouffer 
character animator:  
ben hendricks 
designer/animator: huy dang 
design assistants: Mindy park, 
Marc Juon  
animator: Mark Mcconnell

Toolkit
Maya, cinema 4d, after effects, 
photoshop, painter



MTV “FAUNA” 
Broadcast design

Broadcaster:  
MTV CANADA

Director: 
ANTHONY BUrNS

Animation:  
MTV CANADA 
www.mtv.ca

part of a summer branding effort 
produced in house by a tiny 
team at MtV canada based on 
characters designed by australian 
artist/illustrator nathan Jurevicius. 
MtV canada cd peter Molle: 
“MtV was looking for a unique 
approach which reflects the ‘real 
life aspect’ on the streets. the 
campaign had to look fun without 
appearing too young.” besides 
the canadian cable market, the 
campaign appeared on the giant 
MtV hd screen in times Square, 
and has spawned a line of three 
toys available soon on mtv.ca/
fauna. Schedule: four months, 
including all elements of the 
channel design: bumpers, menus, 
graphics, mobile content and  
toy design.

For MTV Canada 
director: anthony burns 
character design:  
nathan Jurevicius  
animation: alex avram,  
anthony burns 
compositing: anthony burns,  
alex avram 

Sound: anthony burns 
cd: peter Moller

Toolkit 
Maya, after effects.
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CN rEFrESH  
“FAll MUSIC VIDEO”
Broadcast design

Client: 
CArTOON NETWOrk

Director: 
SHIlO

Production: 
SHIlO

Animation/design: 
SHIlO 
www.shilo.tv

Shilo handles the live action and 
design and animation for this 
kinetic kids’ take on fall fueled by 
a custom track from the hives. 
“this spot is really all about the 
kids,” says evan dennis, who led 
the Shilo team. “their personalities 
and actions drive what amounts 
to a really cool music video. 
that energy and personality was 
our biggest inspiration and our 
toughest challenge. We had to 
consider how the kids would 
develop their own world. it was a 
stream-of-consciousness process, 
a kind of cerebral doodling, as we 
imagined bizarre rainbows, odd 
shapes, weird eyeballs, etc. We 
eventually came up with some 
lush, youthful drawings from  
which our animators were able to 
build toolkits.”

For Cartoon Network
cd: Sean atkins 
ad: Kevin Fitzgerald 
hop: nathania Seales

For Shilo
cds: andre Stringer, Jose Gomez, 
evan dennis 
Lead artist: evan dennis 
design: evan dennis,  
andre Stringer 
animation/compositing:  
Stieg retlin, eric bauer,  
Seth ricart, Wyeth hanson,  
rick Maltwitz, Marco Giampaolo, 
dorian West 
editors: nathan caswell,  
Galen Summer 
producer: dexter randazzo 
Line producer: Magali Selosse 
ep: tracy chandler 
previs: Fred Fassberger

stash 38.11



Director: 
TOTUMA

Animation: 
TOTUMA 
www.totuma.net

in the 20 countries of Latin 
america (from Mexico to 
argentina), the main cable 
competitors for nickelodeon are 
the disney channel, cartoon 
network and discovery Kids. but 
what sets nick apart as a brand 
is its focus on kids, not the whole 
family. “this is the channel to 
be a little mischievous, to gain 
some independence, to start 
growing up, and make their own 
first decisions,” asserts Hubert 
reinfeld, cd at totuma.

“Using a nontraditional and 
rebellious illustration approach, 
we appealed to the playful and 
imaginative nature of kids, creating 
a modular system that would allow 
our id battery to grow and change, 
adapting itself to every new thing 
in a fun and cheerful way, just as 
kids do.

“For the ids we developed a 
series of characters that would 
represent all of the possibilities 

NICkElODEON lATIN AMErICA
Broadcast design

stash 38.12



of what nick could became in 
the imagination of kids – short, 
modular five second pieces so the 
nick team can interlace and create 
their own series of mutations 
from one character to another 
to finally (or not), the Nick logo.” 
Schedule: three months including 
bumpers, end pages, menus, ids, 
lower thirds, and weekly program 
specials.

For Nickelodeon
cds: Jimmy Leroy, cesar teixeira 
creative producer:  
Sebastian Mercader

For TOTUMA:
cds: hubert reinfeld,  
edward thomas 
ads: cristina briceño,  
Vladimir Mihalkov, ruben Fariñas 
Lead designers: pablo iranzo, 
cristina briceño 
character design/illustration: 
andreina diaz, Yonel hernandez 
2d animation/compositing:  
pablo iranzo, daniel blanco,  
Jorge Vigas, Juan andrés 
behrens, andres Ungaro 
3d modeling: Manuel piña,  
ruben Fariñas, Miguel 
Monteagudo, Marcos Medvedov 
3d animation: Manuel piña,  
ruben Fariñas, Miguel 
Monteagudo, Marcos Medvedov
Toolkit
after effects, Maya, photoshop, 
illustrator



VPrO 3VOOr12
Broadcast design 

Client:
VPrO 

Production: 
kArMA 

Animation:
kArMA 
www.karma.tv

examples of the recent and 
extremely eclectic rebrand of 
3Voor12, a popular dutch 
music channel run by public 
broadcaster Vpro, which included 
full graphics packages for 14 
programs. “the packaging had 
to be very inspiring, to enhance 
the progressive programming and 
niche positioning of the digital 
channel,” says Karma creative 
director danny Smit. the biggest 
technical hurdle was not the 10-
week deadline or rendering times, 
but talent, “the project dropped in 
the middle of our holiday season. 
Finding freelancers to man up 
the kit was a great challenge. it 
seemed that everybody was in 
France or italy.”
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For VPrO 3VOOr12
commissioners:  
Mirka duijn, nicolette nol

For karma
cd: danny Smit 
directors: danny Smit, Wouter 
Kroese, dorus van Lieshout 
animators: aljen hoekstra, 
Martijn paaschens, Johan 
Klungel, bouwine pool 
compositors:  
aljen hoekstra, dorus van 
Lieshout, Wouter Kroese 
producer: berber coeur 
Music: Karma 
Sd: arno natte 
composers: arno natte,  
paul cupido, arno natte,  
thijs van der Klugt

Toolkit
photoshop, LightWave, cinema 
4d, after effects, tV paint,  hddV 
camera
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“SHOrT”
Short film

Director: 
ANDrAS kETzEr

Production: 
JOYrIDEr FIlMS

Animation/VFx: 
ANDrAS kETzEr 
www.joyriderfilms.com

inspired by the retro cool look 
of commodore 64 graphics 
and Jean-Pierre Jeunet’s film 
Foutaises, hungary-born, London-
based director andras Ketzer 
(repped by Joyrider Films) created 
this new personal short of “things 
that matter to me” from photos, 
home videos, maps of favored 
cycling routes, and a family 
tablecloth from budapest. 

Focusing on a low-tech 
experimental approach, additional 
elements were filmed using a 
Logitech web camera and a digital 
handy-cam running at 10 FpS.
according to Ketzer both cameras 
were “extended with home-
attached extra lenses including 
a broken pair-of-spectacles and 
black-paper-with-a-hole foreplates 
as a special aperture.” Schedule: 
two months between bike rides in 
the country. 
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For Joyrider
animation/VFX/design:  
andras Ketzer

Toolkit
3ds Max, after effects





THE NUTRITIOUS PART OF YOUR CREATIVE BREAKFAST
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NIkE “DOUBT & BElIEF” 
TVC :30

Agency: 
WIEDEN+kENNEDY, SHANGHAI

Director: 
ASH BOllAND

Animation: 
UMErIC 
www.umeric.com

the Milwaukee bucks’ rookie 
power forward Yi Jianlian had 
a rough time in his nba debut 
(fouling out after 16 minutes) but 
he delivers a smooth and heartfelt 
Vo for this chinese nike spot 
rendered in elegant abstraction by 
Sydney’s Umeric. translation: “You 
can go pro at the age of 15. You 
can play for your national team. 
You can win three championships. 
You can be named MVp. but that 
is not enough. You can only be 
what you make of yourself next.”

For Wieden+kennedy 
cd: Frank hahn 
ad: Kai Zastrow 
copy: achilles Lee, dean Wei  
producer: Kerli teo

For Umeric 
director: ash bolland  
producer: Von dekker
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rOYAl ElASTICS “FEIlFrI”
TVC/viral :30

Agency: 
FUrST MEDIA, MElBOUrNE

Director: 
ASH BOllAND

Animation: 
UMErIC 
www.umeric.com

Umeric producer Von dekker says 
this blatantly strange :30 produced 
for the asian market originated 
when “the agency approached 
us with the idea of ‘beaux tech’ or 
beautiful technology. they sent a 
visual of the new shoe and asked 
us to write a number of treatments 
based around the beaux tech idea 
and look and feel of the shoe while 
keeping a very youth feel in mind. 
From there one idea was picked 
and refined into the final TVC.”

For Furst Media
director: olivia Skuza 
Marketing manager: Sheleen 
Jegasothy

For Umeric
director: ash bolland 
producer: Von dekker

Toolkit
cinema 4d, after effects, 
photoshop 



DAIrY FArMErS OF CANADA 
“MIlk DOTS”
TVCs :5 x 10

Agency: 
DUE NOrTH 
COMMUNICATIONS

Director: 
HEAD GEAr ANIMATION

Animation: 
HEAD GEAr ANIMATION 
www.headgearanimation.com

deciding to work with, or, more 
accurately, actually accelerate 
teenagers’ brief attention spans, 
toronto agency due north 
communications commissioned 
head Gear animation to produce 
a series of 50 five-second micro-
spots. each clip is rendered in a 
different technique with only the 
fleeting screen time and bovine 
end tag in common. there were  
19 spots on air at press time; these 
were our 10 favorites. 

For Due North Communications 
cd: Karen howe 
copy: david Gee 
ad: Shawn Wells

stash 38.16

For Head Gear Animation
directors/animators: Steve angel, 
Julian Grey, isaac King, philippe 
blanchard, Sean branigan  
compositors: Julian Grey, 

isaac King, philippe blanchard, 
Sean branigan, Kyle Griblin 
producer: Kathryn rawson

Sound mix: deschamps Studios

Toolkit
cel animation, photoshop, after 
effects



OTTAWA INTErNATIONAl 
ANIMATION FESTIVAl
Event titles

Director: 
FIlMTECkNArNA

Animation: 
FIlMTECkNArNA 
www.filmtecknarna.com

attending the 2007 ottawa 
international animation Festival 
can take a heavy toll on your 
attention span. after watching 
94 short films over three days 
you are very thankful when the 
festival intros still catch your eye. 
Filmtecknarna managed to do 
just that with these two clips, 
combining hand drawn animation, 
2d after effects designs, 3d 
elements and the assorted talents 
of their entire directing staff of the 
Stockholm studio. Lars ohlson, 
Filmtecknarna ceo says the nine-
week project, “was essentially 
made like a chain-letter film, where 
each animator was totally free to 
do whatever he/she wanted as 
long as they started with the last 
frame of the previous person’s 
animation.”
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For FilmTecknarna
team: Jonas odell, Stig bergqvist, 
Jonas dahlbeck, boris nawratil, 
Jessica Laurén, Johanna 
andersson, david nord, anders 
Mering, per helin

Toolkit
Softimage, after effects



THE GUM THIEF 
“rOGEr: PArT 1” 
“BETHANY: PArT 1” 
“GlOVE POND: PArT 1”
Virals 

Client:
rANDOM HOUSE CANADA 

Production:
CrUSH INC.

VFx:
CrUSH INC. 
www.crushinc.com

The first three of a nine-viral 
campaign behind the release of 
douglas coupland’s new novel 
The Gum Thief from toronto 
graphics and post studio crush. 
commissioned directly by random 
house canada, the project 
brings passages of the book 
to life in vastly disparate styles 
but according to Gary thomas, 
managing cd at crush, “We 
wanted the three strands to have 
a unique look, but when viewed 
as a group would feel coherent.” 
Wrapping the films in Coupland’s 
deadpan voice-over doesn’t hurt.
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For random  
House Canada 
commissioner:  
Sharon Klein

For Crush Inc.
cd: Gary thomas 
producer: patty bradley 
directors: Gary thomas,  
adrian Lawrence, chris rolf, 
Stefan Woronko 
online/compositing: Greg dunlop  
Sd: dave decarlo



THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS  
“I’M IMPrESSED”
Music video

record label: 
IDlE WOrlD rECOrDINGS / 
zOE rECOrDS

Director: 
rOB SHAW

Production: 
BENT IMAGE lAB

Animation: 
BENT IMAGE lAB 
www.bentimagelab.com

to get the mix of epic and 
miniature scales he wanted for 
this tale of a dictator’s rise and 
fall, director rob Shaw opted 
to animate the stop motion in a 
series of layers and assemble 
them in post. “i wanted to shoot 
it in a bit of a flat way – as three-
dimensional layers – stacked on 
top of each other, going away from 
the camera. i feel that gives it a 
storybook fairytale quality. You 
can see the technique in a lot of 
russian and eastern european 
stop-motion animation.” Schedule: 
six weeks. 
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For Bent Image lab
director: rob Shaw 
eps: chel White, ray di carlo 
Sr producer: tsui Ling toomer 
producer: Kara place 
creative partner: chel White 
dops: Mark eifert, James birkett 
animators: rob Shaw, Sarah hulin 
assistant animators: brian Kinkley, 
Marty easterday 
character designer:  
bartek prusiewicz 
Storyboard: Monique Ligons 
art dept director:  
Solomon burbridge 
art dept: diana Joy parker,  
Marty easterday 
compositors: orland nutt,  
brian Kinkley 
online editor: Jon Weigand 
pa: chris parkhurst 
interns: Javan ivey, alisa Stern, 
Jamie edwards, Jesse hollis
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THE SEA AND CAkE 
“COCONUT”
Music video

record label: 
THrIll JOCkEY rECOrDS

Director/editor: 
lUNG

Animation: 
lUNG

Stash: What was the project 
brief? 
Lung: none.

Did that freedom create any 
creative challenges? 
erm,,, none.

I see. Any technical 
challenges? 
nope, pretty simple one this.

How about a schedule? 
three days doing it and three 
weeks for thrill Jockey to decide 
whether to release it.

Where has it been seen? 
internet, festivals, my house. 

Anything else? 
nothing to report really. Just 
wanted to make a mess out of 
other peoples’ mess. offset the 
track with some sore eyes.

Toolkit
after effects, Final cut pro

stash 38.20



“ODYSSEY IN rOME”
Opening titles

Client:  
FIlMMAkErS ENTErTAINMENT

Director:  
JOOST kOrNGOlD

Animation:  
rENASCENT 
www.renascent.nl

dutch director/designer/animator 
Joost Korngold, who worked on 
this documentary title sequence 
between paying gigs for several 
months, admits he took on the 
project, “for the love of the game 
without a budget and in hopes of 
getting more exposure for feature 
main title work. i was given a rough 
cut of where the titles needed to 
fit. Other than that it was an open 
brief finding a good integration of 
both typography and live footage.”

For renascent 
director/designer/animator:  
Joost Korngold

Toolkit 
3ds Max, after effects
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TOMTOM “ClIENT MEETING” 
“HOSPITAl DASH”
TVCs :30 x 2 

Agency: 
TBWA\NEBOkO, 
NETHErlANDS 

Director: 
MISCHA rOzEMA 

Production: 
POSTPANIC

ANIMATION/POST:  
POSTPANIC 
QUADrIGA Fx 
CArTOON SAlOON 
www.postpanic.com  
www.quadrigafx.de 
www.cartoonsaloon.ie

post panic director Mischa 
rozema says he combined a 
live-action green screen shoot, 
rotoscoping, 3d and motion 
graphics in this spot because, “i 
wanted the viewer to start with a 
blank canvas and then see this 
unusual graphic world filled in as 
the story developed. i really liked 
the idea of paint techniques and 
seeing color being added as if by 
hand. it was important however to 
always keep the tomtom brand at 
the forefront, so i decided to use 
green as the foundation for the 
spots.”
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For TomTom 
Vp marketing:  
Stephan van Kruisselberge  
advertising manager:  
Jochen Fischer 

For TBWA / Neboko 
ad: Kirsten Frenz  
copy: dominique Lesbirel  
producer: Lotte de rooij  

For Quadriga Fx 
tracking/keying/masking: 
christopher puchta, rené 
blumberg, Georg Sebastian 
dressler, dimitrios truchan, 
Matthias haase, tobias Wiegand

For PostPanic
director/designer: Mischa rozema  
ep: ania Markham  
producer: annejes van Liempd  
td: Jules tervoort  
3d super: ivor Goldberg  
dop: philip van Volsem 
pa: Suvi hyvarinen  
Motion graphics: Kevin Walenciak, 
Martijn hogerkamp,  
Florian Stumpe  
3d:  tim van der Wiel, Jerome 
haubert, bartek opatowiecki, 
onno van braam, Jeroen arts 

For Cartoon Saloon
rotoscoping/animation producer: 
ross Murray  
pM: Kairen Waloch  
rotoscoping/animation director: 
diane Le Feyer  
rotoscopers/animators: diane 
Le Feyer, Mathieu chaptel, ray 
Forkan, niall Moran, alessandra 
Sorrentino, alfredo cassano 

Toolkit
3ds Max, after effects, Flash, Final 
cut pro



BANk OF IrElAND 
“BOGEYMAN”, “ElF”
TVCs :30 x 2

Agency: 
IrISH INTErNATIONAl BBDO

Director: 
rOrY kEllEHEr

Production: 
COMPANY FIlMS

Animation/VFx: 
GlASSWOrkS 
www.glassworks.co.uk

two testimonials for the bank 
of ireland from some of its 
more mythical clients. the 
bogeyman and the elf both 
started as drawings by director 
rory Kelleher and involved 
complex post acrobatics via 
London’s Glassworks. Briefly: The 
bogeyman is a combination of 
3d face, limbs, hat and feathers 
all choreographed around his live 
action velvet jacket. the elf started 
with careful casting then replacing 
everything above the talent’s 
shoulders with a 3d scanned 
version of her own head complete 
with exaggerated eyes and 
fantastic ears. to add more reality, 
the 30 tiny cG extras were motion 
captured from actual elves.
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For Irish International BBDO
cd: Kirk bannon 
producer: noel byrne

For Company Films 
director: rory Kelleher 
producer: nick Fewtrell 

For Glassworks
tK operator: tareq Kubaisi 
Flame: duncan Malcolm,  
Warren Gebhardt,  
Lise prud’homme, Stuart Wilson 
3d artists: alastair hearsum, 
Vaclav cizkovsky,  
daniel Jahnel, Will davies, 
ruediger Kaltenhaeuser,  
James Mann, Jaroslav polensky
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DOVE “ONSlAUGHT” 
Viral

Client: 
Unilever

Agency:  
OGIlVY & MATHEr, TOrONTO

Director:  
TIM PIPEr

Production:  
WOrlDWIDE PrODUCTIONS/ 
STEAM FIlMS

VFx:  
SOHO 
www.26soho.com

Following up a huge viral and 
emotional hit like dove “evolution” 
would be tough enough on its 
own, but add a titanium Lion and 
now the whole world is watching. 
the new clip from director tim 
piper and toronto’s Soho doesn’t 
disappoint – the work is indeed 
a visual onslaught – continuing 
dove’s message without repeating 
itself or playing sequel.

For Ogilvy & Mather  
ep: brenda Surminski 
ccos: Janet Kestin, nancy Vonk 
acds/copy: tim piper, Mike Kirkland  
ad: Mike Kirkland, Stuart 
campbell, Sharon Lee pan 
director: tim piper 
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For Worldwide Productions/ 
Steam Films  
producer: Jeff Mcdougall  
dop: Marc Laliberté-else 

For Soho  
editors: Kevin Gibson, tim piper  
photography: Mark belvedere,  
tim piper, Mike Kirkland  
assistant editor: Mark Sheehan

Toolkit 
Smoke  



HONDA FIT “EYES”,  
“GAS MIlEAGE”
TVCs/virals x 2

Agency:
rPA 

Director:
Andrew Hall

Animation:
A52 
www.a52.com

originally meant as :15s for 
the web, both these cG spots 
graduated to cable tV with the 
help of creative direction and 
tight hd execution from a52 in 
hollywood.  a52 director and 
VFX super andrew hall recalls, 
“the biggest challenge was to 
create compelling stories in 15 
seconds,” but says he found the 
inspiration to do that in the car 
chases of “bullitt” and “the French 
connection” and classic postcards 
of route 66. Starting with those 
visuals, the a52 team handled 
modeling, texturing, and lighting in 
Maya, rendered with Mental ray, 
composited cG layers in Shake, 
and managed final compositing 
and grading in Flame.

Watch Behind the Scenes on 
the DVD
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For rPA
cds: Joe baratelli, david Smith  
acd/ad: curt Johnson 
acd/copy: todd carey 
ep: Gary paticoff 
producer: nick rogoff

For A52
director/VFX super:  andrew hall 
ep:  Mark tobin 
producer:  Sarah haynes 
concept artist: darren Gillford 
Flame: Kirk balden, pat Murphy 
Shake: James pastorius 

previz: dan Gutierrez 
cG: Max Ulichney, Kirk Shintani, 
eli Guerron, paulo de almada, 
adam newman, dan Gutierrez

Music: Elias Arts 
Sound design: 740 Sound design

Toolkit
Maya, Mental ray, Shake, Flame, 
photoshop.



HUMMEr “SElECTOr”
TVC :30

Agency: 
MODErNISTA

Director: 
JOSEPH kOSINSkI

Production: 
ANONYMOUS CONTENT

Animation: 
DIGITAl DOMAIN 
www.digitaldomain.com 

“i wanted to give the viewer a 
sneak peek at a near-future, 
hyper-real driving sim through the 
bloodshot eyes of a 13-year-old 
hopped up on ritalin and red 
bull,” admits director Joseph 
Kosinski who shot the opening 
and closing scenes with the new 
Sony F23 camera, recording 
uncompressed footage directly to 
hard disks mounted in the back 
of a pimped out aMG SUV. “after 
a few decent takes of the jump 
at the end, the agency producer 
challenged me to break the 
hummer which we promptly did 
(a couple of body panels, easily 
reattached). Unfortunately, we also 
ripped the front suspension off 
the camera car which the dp and 
i were riding in at the time (not so 
easily reattached).”
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For Modernista  
cds: Joe Fallon, tim Vaccarino 
producer: Sherri Levy 
Senior ad: Luke perkins

For Anonymous Content
director: Joseph Kosinski 
ep: Jeff barron 
Line producer: Scott Kaplan 
dop: claudio Miranda

For Digital Domain
president of commercials/ep:  
ed Ulbrich  
VFX super: eric barba 
cG super: doug Wilkinson 
VFX producers: Jason cohon, 
Melanie Larue 
digital pM: christopher house 
Flame: Kevin ellis, Jonathan hicks 
nuke: brian begun, Sven 
dreesbach 
digital artists: dan abrams,  
carlos anguiano, tim nassauer, 

John niehuss, chris norpchen, 
aaron powell 
roto artist: Kevin ellis 
FX animation: Jens Zalzala 
Matte painting: Wei Zheng 
tracking: Scott edelstein 
editor: russ Glascow 

For Stimmung 
composer: reinhard denke 

Toolkit
3ds Max, houdini, Flame, 
LightWave, nUKe, StorM



“kEY lIME PIE”
Student film 

School:
SHErIDAN COllEGE 

Director: 
TrEVOr JIMENEz

created by trevor Jimenez during 
his final months at Sheridan 
college in oakville, ontario, 
“Key Lime pie” has since been 
gorging its way through the 
animation festival circuit. although 
the snappy film noir style and 
narration is pitch perfect in the 
final product, Jimenez claims the 
story was the most difficult phase 
of the process: “i’m used to using 
images to communicate my ideas, 
but the writing does not come 
as naturally. i was inspired to do 
a noir after watching ‘The Sweet 
Smell of Success’ by alexander 
Mackendrick. From there i 
marinated in and was inspired 
by Saul Steinberg illustrations, 
Weegee’s photography, the 
batman animated tV series and 
a slew of other great noir films like 
‘Sunset Blvd’, and the ‘Night of the 
hunter’.” Schedule: September 
to december 2006 to write, 
board and design. January to the 
end of april 2007 in production. 
completed early May, 2007.
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director/writer/Vo/animator: trevor Jimenez 
Music: aaron tsang 
cleanup assistants: Lettie Lo, tim Yu,  
alan cook 
digital cel painters: braden poirier,  
Leean dufour, adam hines, andrew Yu,  
dan Ye, naz Ghodrati, Mark Stanleigh

Toolkit
photoshop, after effects, premiere, Flipbook

 



“ADJUSTMENT”
Student film

Director:
IAN MACkINNON

School: 
rOYAl COllEGE OF ArT 
www.rca.ac.uk

ian Mackinnon studied and 
taught computer animation at 
bournemouth University, and 
recently gained a Master of art 
degree in animation from the royal 
college of art.

cast: Sally Scott, Matthew Lyon 
Writer/director: ian Mackinnon  
original score: Krister holmes  
Voice: Simon perry  
additional animation: réka Gacs  
digital intermediate:  
Framestore cFc  
Sound re-recording: chris pow  

Toolkit
Live action, flipbooks, time-lapse, 
cG

stash STUDENT FILM MINI-FEST 1

“THE lEGEND OF BOrUTA”
Student film

Director: 
BArTOSz (BArTEk) 
NOWAkOWSkI

School: 
EMIlY CArr INSTITUTE OF  
ArT + DESIGN 
www.eciad.ca

“The concept of the film is derived 
and based on an old polish 
legend that originated in my small 
hometown of Leczyca, poland. 
the town contains only 16,000 
residents, but is saturated with 
old churches, cathedrals, art, 
architecture, stories and legends, 
all of which have inspired me to 
create my first film.”

director:  
bartosz (bartek) nowakowski

Toolkit
3ds Max, Zbrush, photoshop, 
after effects, premiere

“HOMAGE”
Student film

Director:
JACQUES kHOUrI

School:
SAVANNAH COllEGE OF ArT 
AND DESIGN 
www.scad.edu

born in Montreal, Jacques Khouri 
uses his college degree in graphic 
design and two bachelor degrees 
in design and film animation plus 
his Masters degree in animation 
from the Savannah college of art 
and design to create an homage to 
legendary canadian experimental 
animator norman Maclaren. 
Schedule/budget: six weeks/$20

director/animator: Jacques Khouri 
Sound: beethoven

Toolkit
Maya, Shake, after effects

“TIr NAN OG” 
Student film

Director: 
FUrSY TEYSSIEr

School:
ECOlE EMIlE COHl 
www.cohl.fr

in an attempt to “keep the hand 
made touch”, French animation 
student Fursy teyssier started with 
watercolor backgrounds scanned 
and modified in Photoshop. 
characters were animated in 3d, 
printed out, and cleaned up by 
hand before being scanned back 
into the computer for coloring

director: Fursy teyssier 
tech support: Jean charles, 
Mbotti Malolo, Florian piento 
Sound design/mix: Yan Volsy 
Voices: Johanna rousset

Toolkit 
Maya, Shake, after effects



n ew s g a l l e r y  fo r u m
image by Xiaoyu Wang




